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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Our world is in flux. Everything is the same and everything
is different. We are hurtling toward a place we’ve already
been and somewhere quite new, a place where possibility
sways unsteadily above destruction. Racist, homophobic,
and sexist systems threaten to extinguish life and hope,
but in the face of such inhumanity, we must continue.
The young writers that appear in this issue offer balm,
hope, laughter, fantasy, critique, testimony, and a satirical
eye. They offer the world as they have seen it and the world
how they want it to be. The act of writing itself is a call to
continue to live, and these writers have boldly taken up the
pen to write themselves into the world and make a space
for others to do the same.
I hope you find something in these pages that reminds you
of what is possible, that clears a path into the future full of
those things that give life beauty, dignity, and power.

—Warner James Robinson
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In our system, state-operated schools may not be enclaves
of totalitarianism. School officials do not possess absolute
authority over their students. Students in school as well as
out of school are ‘persons’ under our Constitution. They
are possessed of fundamental rights which the State must
respect, just as they themselves must respect their
obligations to the State. In our system, students may not
be regarded as closed-circuit recipients of only that which
the State chooses to communicate. They may not be
confined to the expression of those sentiments that are
officially approved. In the absence of a specific showing of
constitutionally valid reasons to regulate their speech,
students are entitled to freedom of expression of their
views. As Judge Gewin, speaking for the Fifth Circuit, said,
school officials cannot suppress ‘expressions of feelings
with which they do not wish to contend.
—Justice Abe Fortas
Tinker v. Des Moines
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Girl You’ll Be a Woman Soon
God's first woman stood naked near a lake and fell in love with her own reflection. She
fell in love with the soft thing she saw glisten in the water.
When I was little, like around six or seven, I would pull the mirrors out from my cabinet
and examine each side of my face. I would have conversations with the different sides of
me, ask myself how I was doing and such. The mirror became a source of entertainment.
I would examine in detail the ways my skin glistened, was too young to care about pores
or whatever, would just sit there and look at myself, discover different ways to make a
face.
Without her noticing, I’ll watch my mother watch herself. She seems indifferent to her
own reflection. I watch her pick a pimple, fluff her hair. I sneak into her bathroom and
perch myself on the bathtub, watch her put on her eyeliner early on Saturday mornings,
distract her by asking if it’s ok if I go out that night, all the while hoping I can stay longer
so I can watch her watch herself. Wonder if she’s falling in love with what she sees.
Sometimes I watch women walk down the street. Notice how they take up space. If what
they’re wearing makes them self conscious. If they’re as hyper-aware about their own
appearance as I feel. If the clack of their heels gets stuck in the cracks on the street. If
they walk, swiftly with purpose, or like me, sorta tilt their head to the rest of the world.
Head in the clouds or whatever.
I felt the weight of my femininity at too young an age. Can’t remember the first car horn
honk or fast wink, or the countless yellow-toothed grins, or the taste of fear when a man
masturbated to me on the train. I take showers hot enough to burn off the stares, the
fingernails I feel caked into my skin from boys in my grade groping without asking.
Sometimes, it works and the hot water leaves me scorched but new, fresh pink like a
baby, but sometimes it doesn’t do the trick, and things stick to me, settle into hip bones
and rib cage, the sound of my No lodged in jugular.
When I was thirteen I got my period at my friend’s house. I remember the blood wasn’t
bright red so I was just worried I had shit myself. I asked my mother crying what was
wrong with my body. I think she held my hand on the way home.
I lost my virginity on my mother’s birthday. That night I lied and told her I was at a
friend’s house, then let a boy take a part of me I hadn’t realized made me feel vulnerable.
Sometimes, I hate my boobs, or I hate the way my torso spreads at the bottoms, like
butter, hips, and shit. Sometimes if I stare at my hands for too long they become
strangers, and I hate the way my feet curl and the sound of my own voice, the way my
fingernails are always too short, and my lips too chapped.
My mother’s body is something I’ve always admired, she has legs that never seem to
end. I wonder if she’s comfortable with herself in all the ways I’m not. If she makes
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funny faces in the mirror, discovers the way her smell sits on clavicle and rubs off on
people.
My mother is a very confident woman, whenever she walks in the room people notice,
are taken aback by her presence, she is the strongest person I know. It’s difficult to find
my own security in her shadow. To feel soft in all her hard.
There are moments I see it, in myself, my mother, and I’m sure we have similar
mannerisms, the same idiosyncrasies, I am my mother’s daughter, and I see it. I see it
sometimes, the magic of my mother. She’s with me when I hold doors for strangers or
blow kisses to myself in windows.
When I was in the “training bra phase” I remember my boobs excited me, they felt like a
new project. That wore off pretty quickly when I felt the shame that comes with them. I
soon hunched back felt spine break fabric, wore sweatshirts so big felt whole body get
lost.
When I was little and learning to walk I taught myself most of what I know now about
walking, it's one of the things you teach yourself, walking. There’s a lot I have left to
teach myself, there’s a lot my mother left out.
For Christmas in the year 2007, my father asked me to give him the gift of loving myself.
By Christmas 2015 I wanted the same thing. Wanted to stop wanting to eat myself raw
stop pulling at layers of skin and wanting to eat it all, pull muscle and tissue, peel layers
back and back until the real me emerged naked and reborn, fully raw. Maybe I would
bathe in a lake, and I would see the person reflected back at me as someone who could
trust me.
One night, a cold night with the window cracked my ex-boyfriend ate me out and I cried
after. Realized intimacy made my stomach ache, couldn’t get behind the idea of
someone appreciating a body I only knew how to hate. In a weird way, I thought about
my mother. If she cried too at the idea of someone loving her. If she had ever turned her
body into a stranger.
There are times when I cry, and it’s like something inside my chest will cave in.
Something will collapse and suddenly all the sad leaks out. It’s every little thing I’ve ever
cried about sitting in pools of covers and my own self-pity. I spit it out at walls choke on
snot, feel the acidity of anxiety, the drowning of tears.
I've seen my mother cry only a handful of times, I wonder if she has secret moments
alone, lets her guard down, rocks herself to sleep, listens to the sound of her own pools
hitting covers. Lets it all leak out, kisses the tops of her own fingers.
I wonder how my mother grew into her bones. Stretching knees growing femurs. How
frequently she felt the pangs of growing pains. Sometimes, I will softly soothe myself.
Attempt to send love to the insides of my toes the bottom of my navel. I wonder if my
mother will ever tell me the stories of her growing pains. If I’ll ever ask.
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My mom drinks coffee in the morning. Black no sugar. The sun will shine through the
window holds the dust up like a halo. She reads the paper before waking me up. She
spends time alone with herself. I hate being alone. And I prefer milk and sugar.
It’s weird to think about, how my mother made me. Spent nine months knowing me
before I knew me. She spent a long time growing for me and now I have to do it all on
my own. Eat my own carrots, wipe my own ass. Brush my own hair. Hold my own hand.
Sometimes, I’ll take a bath so hot it feels like melting wax, like little pieces of me keep
dripping off hot like a candle. And I’ll emerge out of the bath chipped pieces of me
hitting tile floor and look at my own reflection. And I don’t always fall in love with what
I see, and sometimes I see my mother staring back at me, and sometimes I’ll regain my
own reflection, watch it look at itself, smile slightly.

God’s first woman awoke naked near a lake and fell in love with herself, she fell in love.

❅
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Let It All Leak Out
Sometimes I crack the window at night, so wide I want the world to split open right
along with it Sometimes it’s cold so I inch toes together, curl fingers into balls
I let it all leak in, deconstructed grey skyline fitting perfectly into my left shoulder, the
Brooklyn bridge fitting into torso, city sidewalks line my shines, 49th street nestled in
my belly button
I worry sometimes I have nothing in my brain, that nothing is inside all this flesh that I
don’t frequently call home, it’s hard for me, not to leak out with the cracked window
One night it was cold, the window was cracked and nearly all of me leaked out, he was
on top with the blinds up, Tribeca’s glinting lights reminded me of the insect I felt like,
like a moth drawn to flame you squashed me in your palm, I said No I did I said No but
the only thing you heard was your own impulse and New York City carries the weight of
my words out the window where they line the blocks I walked home cold, and alone
feeling myself float violated above myself, the taste of your hot pizza breath tongue
sneaking all around the corners of my brain
I went home and showered your yes off me let my brain speak to itself calmly, nothing
happened I reassured myself, it wasn’t that bad stuffed my pain into big toe, spent a few
months limping it off, folding the shirt I wore into a pile of never to be worn again, felt a
stranger live through the experience, felt I had leaked right out my own brain
In a one window room at fourteen felt another put hand all over my chest, could hear
the quiet of my discomfort, felt myself shrink into sharp corners, prayed for open door,
prayed for open window, felt just my breath leak out muffle itself with piles of dirty
clothes on floor, my own sobriety rocking inside of anxious mind, not a huge deal, I bit
down on tongue
On the train at sixteen, I let the leaky subway tracks hold the pieces of my brain,
watched as older man took penis out and showed me I couldn’t catch my breath, no
open windows underground simply trapped air and confined space, hand moving up
and down, I felt his eyes all over me felt my fear trapped in jugular, I felt like the sound
of a wounded animal, like someone running from something about to approach I got off
the train, caught my breath between vertebrae, watched as I put myself on new train car
with shiny new faces, all of whom wondered why wounded animal cried so much in
public, felt handshake over telephone dialed my mom, made brain repeat itself its not a
big deal it’s not a big deal its not a big deal
Got home cried on couch with hands between thighs, could still feel eyes gouged into
skin, like creepy crawly bugs my brain scattered onto ceiling tiles I closed my eyes and
tried to stop picturing strangers penis over and over again but couldn’t help it
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Second ever encounter with penis felt trapped in windowless basement couldn’t leak out
but felt all the pressure leak in, who knew head pushing was still a thing? I walked home
that night with no shoes on, woke up with bruised knees
One night, I can’t remember if the window was cracked, felt the breath of another on my
naked collarbone, sharp in moonlight I pulled hair closer to crying skin, could taste
white wine and cigarettes hot on the insides of my gum, could feel adrenaline course
through land sporadically on rug, I peed after, felt the weight of “penetration” whatever
that means held breath between rays of hot summer night, floated between smelly
garbage and my own cigarette smoke, dying phone and shin splints I made it home,
barely felt at all had let it all leak out
Every once and awhile with the window cracked I’ll masturbate, I did it a lot after I quit
smoking, tried to distract myself, tried to love myself, pour all my love into the
underside of my knee, but
instead of it being pleasurable, I found myself repulsed by myself-I let too much leak out
with the window that night, cried on toilet with head dizzy between palm and black and
white tile floor
Sometimes I want to bathe in rainwater, refresh myself, relearn to walk, but instead, I
take all the self-love I have left and stuff it into my pinky toe, I walk slowly until it
spreads slowly to heal, and then shin, and then knee, thigh, hip, pelvis, torso, chest,
collarbone, sharp in moonlight I pull myself closer to myself, spread little bit of love to
the quiet of my chin, into left ear, right temple, try and try to break the barrier in my
own mind, let I love you circle membrane, you are safe, you are safe, you are safe, I love
you I love you I love you, you are not a fucking wounded animal.

❅

Langston Stahler is 17 and from New York City.
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Goodbye, Innocence
An Elegy
Goodbye to the monster under my bed,
goodbye spoonfuls of honey dripping from chins.
Goodbye spaghetti stains on my favorite dress,
goodbye nonchalance about what to wear.
Goodbye to the smell of grass when rolling down the hill,
goodbye to sinking into deep sleep effortlessly.
I thank you for the smiles,
the soft sunshine,
the complete lack of furrowed brows
and daily dose of tears.
Your legacy has blessed us
with your timeless naiveté.
With sorrow, today we must move on
to beyond our years
stained by
bloodshot eyes and lack of sleep
the weight of people telling us who to be
the lockdown drills, the everlasting unease,
the exposure to this grim world.
Goodbye, Innocence.

❅

Athena Haq is fourteen years old and a freshman in the creative writing department at the
High School for Performing and Visual Arts in Houston, Texas. She enjoys writing poetry and
dancing. She has narrated fiction for the Cast of Wonders podcast.
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I Meant to Tell You, Asmaan, 1990

Woeful

Meghana John
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I Meant To Tell You, Asmaan, 1990
Shoot your eyes away before the women examine
your severed head like they were buying a tomato
I keep seeing you in the marketplace in a fleeting moment when eyes reach
through niqabs and burqas. You were selling me fruit, paying inside a stall, and pulling a
child along, but then you turned back into the stranger I saw you in. I think you were
really there, the same way I think you can hear me now. I might be going insane, seeing
my sister everywhere I go in different people. You have to stop following me or I’ll be
calling Asmaan to everyone with your eyes.
Today, it was an old lady with a purple bag as wrinkled as her. I had been staring
at her for too long, just in case it was really you, and when I blinked, you flew away and I
saw that she looked worried. You asked- no, it wasn’t you- the woman asked if I was
alright, and I walked as quickly as I could away. The warmth of my quickening breath
made my face sweat, and I decided not to look directly at anyone else for the rest of my
time outside.
I decided that I wanted some cherries, just for myself, and I wouldn’t tell Nana.
She would make me work for hours if she found out. I rotate a bag of them in my hand,
pushing my index finger over the top, and I thought maybe the red would stain my
palms. The salesman across the table glanced up with his head tilted to the right and
eyes t week, I had to help Nana with the cooking for one of those dinners that Baba
hosts for work, and I couldn’t go out. I know you never liked my poetry meetings with
their secrecy and insults to whoever was on the news that day, but you’re not exactly in
the position to be stopping me now. The basements are safer than you think, and
Shararah knows more about writing than anyone else in the area. You’re still digging in
my skull though, a little voice telling me to be careful, but I bet you would’ve liked my
poems.
I am made of a thousand golden stars
that light the cavern in which we speak
Thursdays are my favorite day. Nana may slap my hand on the way out, but I
already have the paper and stolen pens tucked behind the layers of my burqa. Though I
wish I didn’t have to wear it, it proves itself good for hiding. As I step out the door, I see
other girls doing the same, all making our way to Shararah’s home. Some huddle in
pairs as not to be seen as suspicious by anyone lurking around, but today is my day of
rebellion after a week of quiet sittings. I stride long and high, the way you said not to, so
my wings can eventually stretch out from under. I see one girl stopped by a Taliban
soldier, his gun across his chest like a sash for pageant winners. From a few houses
away, I can hear her. “I’m heading to our neighborhood sewing group. Here’s my kit.”
She takes out a box from within her burqa, probably filled with scribbled poems. The
man lets her through, and I blaze a grin no one sees.
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When I get to Shararah’s house, I pull off the burqa that sweeps to the ground
and make my way to the basement where 10 other people sit on orange pillows in a
circle. It’s too dark down here, and I think the brick walls are swallowing some of the
light. I take my place next to a woman with her child, both still covering their faces, and
take out the writings I had with me. Like a toddler, I eagerly wait for Shararah who soon
clears her throat and begins talking the way a professor at a university would. You used
to say I idolized her too much, but you never got to meet her. We start the meeting as we
usually do by sharing anything we’ve written, singing out in threads. Though I’m
tempted, I don’t say anything this time. I promise, one day I’ll read for you. Most people
write landays, thumping the ground to the swaying of their words, but I never like to
count my syllables the way they do. I remember showing you my poems. I don’t know if
you do, since you never liked the fact that I was writing too much, but they weren’t fit to
the rules Shararah told us. I felt like I always had one more thing to say outside of the
beats landays were restricted to.
Smile, smile, like Muska, one says. I burn myself for her in my gham. We call her
Our Giver for Muska gifted us with landays from her rural village through the radio,
each like a blossoming flower. She inspired Shararah to start out poetry group, and for
that, we are grateful.
The next girl begins sharing her poem that she thought of as she cleaned the
house. Her voice kind of sounds like yours. Shararah closes her eyes too, with a slight
nodding of her head. She thanks the woman and stands, indicating that our time to
share is over. She starts lecturing us on our wording and story. “With such little lines,
you have to make an impact quick.” I try to, but I’m slow like a match. We write and I
have to concentrate hard to make sure my hand doesn’t shake too much. We have to
write about love and war, so when we’re done, we can finally take a breath. Shararah
tells us that we haven’t done a good job until we feel like we don’t want to share. It has to
come out of us. I’m squeezed out until my pomegranate blood runs down my neck. We
talk about subjects and passion, what keeps us coming here. Know I write fully to you.
The meeting is coming to an end without any major news to discuss. We chatter,
keeping the noise sunk to the basement and put back on our burqas. One by one, we
walk up the stairs and out the door like a line of ants. Shararah retreats to the kitchen
without a farewell. In an uprising, she would lead and maybe together we could free
Herat. I’ll write a book and send a copy to her. If you wanted, you could read it too.
I’ll swallow the sun perfectly glittering so when you
cut me open, it’ll blind you until the shadow hits again
When I still went to school, my teacher had a picture book of the wildlife that
could survive in even the harshest deserts. I remember when I came home, I told you
every fact I could remember as you helped Nana cook. I pointed at the birds through the
windows above the sink, and if I laid on the ground, I could find bugs behind tables. You
nodded along at my excitement, but that wasn’t enough for me. I pretended to be a
sunbird that could see you from the clouds. From the top of the stairs, I stretched my
indigo wings and sharpened my black eye clean. Light ruffled through my feathers, and
if you whistled a song, I would come running.
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Our flight has been hit, and I’ve been cleaned red and raw. I cannot soar without
a male chaperone to tie me like a balloon to his wrist. Bruises used to spring on your
cheek that started my hunt for spiders. For you, I will rid the world of all our predators.
Though you can’t see it, my talons are out.
I’ll tell them these chains only hold me back until
I wake up from dreams of rivers and pebbles
At the next meeting, there’s an uproar when we listen to the radio. There was a
public execution of a bride who refused to marry an abusive husband. When she ran, she
was charged guilty but she declared herself innocent, and thousands of spectators
cheered as she was shot. The radio played the triumphant yells from the crowd that
echoed through the hole in her forehead. Shararah had to turn off the radio from the
volume of our cries. “Someone’s going to hear us. Do you want to get arrested?” Not
many stop their yelling, but I pull my tongue back as if I was reigning back a bull.
One day, I’m going to take one of the soldier’s guns and start an attack of my own, and I
hope you’ll charge by my side. I’ve been trained to freeze over, even in the striking
summer, so no one would think I would snap. I don’t know what they expected though.
When you beat someone into the ground enough, don’t get upset when they start
fighting back. You would do the same if I had died, right? We may not be a family of
action, but maybe we’re just misunderstood.
I’m going to start by flooding the hospitals that refused you.The alleyway
medicines didn’t make you better, but I keep pouring it on your grave. The doctors that
decided you weren’t worth being saved were infected themselves, and they will be the
first to go. My hands will start shaking when I flick the match and watch the building
burn. My breath may quicken but know it is not from remorse.
When I start thinking about you, I can’t hold myself back. I cry out, “Why isn’t anyone
doing anything? People are dying and no one is helping.”
Over the commotion, no one hears except for a teenage girl beside me who says, “What
have you done to help?”
I pretend it was too loud and don’t look at her. She obviously doesn’t get the full
situation, but you know I’m helping enough. She just doesn’t get it. You wouldn’t believe
what I did the other day. Baba came home before Nana and I finished dinner and he was
outraged, so I told him to sit for a minute. He might’ve yelled a few times, but for the
most part, he stayed quiet. I even sat with him and I was barely scared. I bet that girl
doesn’t go through half of what I have. You would be proud of me, especially how fast
I’ve moved on from your death. I’m barely even sad. I think that not having you around
is making me stronger, like your skin grew onto mine. You’re sewn into me.
The meeting was about to end, and Shararah still somehow manages to teach us
something. “This anger is all you need for your writing. Write at the soldiers you’re
screaming at and the men who step on your chests. Never waste emotion. It’s all
valuable and you will be heard.”
With only a couple minutes left before we had to leave, we were able to get some
poetry out. This time, I write at Baba using you as my ink, and I want to read it to him so
he knows what’s coming. Of course, I never would, but could you imagine?
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In curves like a ballerina’s spine,
bless my hand with that I share
Remember Nana helping us write on the dark wooden floors beside the red end
table in the sitting room? “I won’t raise my daughters to have only gone through half of
school. Sit still for now, but your knowledge will only grow.” She propped a chair against
the thick curtains with clouds of dust to let a slice of light settle on us. The shadows of
our hand would cover our words, the lines always shaky and arching down the page.
After our lessons were over, the paper burned over the stove, but I didn’t stop writing. In
couch cushions and dirt in the backyard, I traced my alphabet until I was called. Even
then as I washed dishes and swept corners, my mind spread out like spilt water and I
would tell you my stories of heroes and love. You grinned under your hair but warned
me to keep my voice down, or Nana would hear.
I keep forgetting to ask, but how are you? I hope it’s well. Nana misses you. I see
it when she holds your clothes to her face before she goes to sleep, the ones she keep
hidden under the mattress. She didn’t mean it, all those times she yelled that you
weren’t a good daughter, you know that, right? If she wanted you married off, she
would’ve done it before. Now, it’s my turn to be yelled at, and I’m not sure if I like it. She
thinks that I’m stupid for going out to the poetry mettings. It’s okay though because I
know she’s grieving. There’s not much I can do. “Sit still for now, but your knowledge
will only grow.”
I write you a venomous snake
in hopes that it’ll bite
“When my husband comes home every night, I don’t say a word. I’m not in my
body when he comes to bed. I am outside in the roads running with no shoes. I am never
there when he shoves me into the walls, but in the tulips, painted like the burning
horizon I see at night if I’m lucky. The orange streams into the purple like the feathers
on a bird’s wing. I remember passing a flower shop when I was young, thinking that my
prince would buy me a bouquet. So, when he screams that I am nothing, nothing at all, I
am not there. I am a princess, and I hope that one day, I’ll bleed into the tulip fields I
know must exist. My skin melts violet when it’s ripped apart. When he stumbles in
drunk, cursing that he never should’ve married a slut like me, I’m already gone.”
The radio started to cut out there, and I couldn’t hear what else she was saying,
some girl from a town outside Kabul. She sounded cold, the way Nana sounds after
dinner when Baba is especially mad. I thought I would’ve heard her cry, or at least
sniffle, but she was stone. We must be the same. I twirled the strings of the pillows on
the floor around my thumb while Shararah lead a new discussion. I pulled and pulled
until the threads tore like an open wound.
I promise Asmaan, I’m going to do it. I’m going to pluck out Baba’s eyes. I’ll fly
away, and meet you in the sky. He can’t tell me to stop crying about you- not that I’m
crying. I’ve gotten past all the grief you gave me, but even if I was crying, no one would
say I had to stop. Before I go, I’ll carve my crimes into the walls like a diary, so Baba can
know that I wasn’t his daughter. I belong to no one, not to him or the Taliban or even to
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Nana. In my beak will be his writhing body that I’ll lay in my nest like a trophy. I’ll meet
you soon. This is ending, I swear. It’s gone on for too long.
I’m the bird who hit the window, even though I thought
it was impossible, but the difference is that I never could fly
The front door squeaks louder when I try to open it slowly and the splinters reach
out like the arms of the dead. I take off my burqa, fold it, and set it down. Nana turns the
corner of the kitchen with her forehead scrunched tight like a rubberband. Her voice is
deep and slow with simple words thorning out. “You’re late. You’re in danger. You never
think.”
It’s the same stuff I’ve been hearing since you left, so I keep my head down on her
crackling toenails. “Hana! Are you even listening to me?” You know how it always is. I
turn my head up partly and I remember the tulips. I’m keeping my word Asmaan, and
I’m going to leave. It won’t be like the other times I told you I would go. It’s different
now.
“Nana, you can’t tell me what to do everyday. I can’t live here anymore. I can’t do
it!” She begins to hiss in tones of knives. Her voice comes out strained and thin, her
eyes hysterical.
“You will not speak to me that way. You are risking your life for absolutely
nothing. You cannot come home to disrespect me like that.”
“I’ve done nothing! I am a writer, Nana, and I won’t stop until this whole country
falls.”
“Shut it! There’s nothing you can do. Sit down and calm yourself. I will not
tolerate this behavior.”
She grabbed my arm and pulled me to the table which already had plates. She
pushed me into a chair and told me to wait. My arms had red indents from her grip that
I smoothed over. It’s your fault and she doesn’t realize it, that I talk to you every day. It’s
you who makes me like this, and I can’t sit back and eat dinner like you weren’t within
me. My feet twist on top of each other uncomfortably, and for once, I stand back up.
Like I said, today was my day.
“I’m leaving Nana.” She laughs a little but doesn’t respond.
“I’m not staying here. It’s hell and I won’t do it.”
“You’re not going,” she says, “Sit down.”
“During the night, I’m leaving.”
“Be quiet Hana.”
“I hope you miss me as much as you miss Asmaan.”
Nana hits her hands on the side of the counter. “Don’t ever say that.” She gets a
little louder, close to yelling. “Don’t you ever say that again.”
“Asmaan couldn’t live like this, and neither will I.” I get up and cross the table
towards her. “I’m going to leave and I’m taking her with me. She’s all mine.”
Nana cries out and slaps me hard across my cheek. She pants loudly as I clutch
my stinging face, and though there is a slight waver in my breath, I keep my eye contact
with her. You know firsthand that there’s been way worse. I hear the front door open
and Baba walks in.
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He grunts to himself and sits at the table without looking up. Nana wipes her
face, though I never saw a tear leave her eye, and brings the food over noiselessly. We all
sit and my fingers tremble in my lap. He glances up and I think he asks what’s wrong
with me, but it sounded too far for me to hear. If I start to speak, I might cry, and we
both know that’s the worst thing that could happen in this situation. He asks again, but
still, I don’t answer, which might’ve been a mistake on my part, but I had nothing else I
could do. My mouth opens and closes, and he grabs my hair. “Answer me!” He tilts my
head towards his, so I’m looking right at his eyes. They look just like yours, and I start
spitting tears.
I told you to get away from me, but you couldn’t leave me alone. Now, I’m
howling out your name. You can hear it, can’t you? Baba slams my head down against
the table- it might be bleeding a little- but I don’t stop sobbing. He’s screaming almost
as loud as me, but I can’t hear. You have to get me out of here. I can’t stay any longer
Asmaan, please. You have to come back and take me away.
I’m sorry I couldn’t reach you Asmaan,
but the sun charred away and I didn’t know which direction to fly

❅
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Woeful
I am positively pathetic. I keep the bacteria in my stomach
in separate boxes so they can’t talk
and now I have an infection.
Upcoming reports say that the turning of sick blood
through the clean ones
(I polish my veins twice a day to keep them clear)
will bring lightning from grey clouds in my esophagus.
We don’t play cards any more, I haven’t talked to anyone in days.
My curtains are all I need to block the airways.
Call me a creep or your town’s burnt out match,
but we stopped playing cards.
We used to meet on Sundays,
and now I put full containers of salt in my eggs.
I don’t move any more than I must.
I positioned your figurine in a mossy terrarium. Why did you move?
My friend, our points were on the same line
and your meniscus hit the measurement perfectly.
I coughed into my handkerchief
and saw how our numbers used to add up.
Yesterday, I walked outside in the rain, 1 am,
and stood soaked until I realized where I was.
We used to be better, carved into a bathroom wall.
I’m miserable, a pen jammed into a door lock,
a red dot on a map I used to carry,
a pitifully snapped string on a sad violin.

❅

Meghana John is a writer who attends the High School for the Performing and Visual
Arts in the Creative Writing department in Houston, Texas. She has been published in
her school newspaper.
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The Sound of Society
Wind chimes don’t make a sound unless there is a breeze.
When you first spoke,
they made a beautiful sound.
The assurance of your words
reflected the tones of the music.
It was the sound of magic.
But the words picked up speed,
and the wind chimes became cacophonic.
They clanged in my head,
turning every direction possible,
and I didn’t know how to make it stop.
There were too many of them.
My fingers fumbled to mute them all,
trying to cover my ears at the same time,
but it only made them ring louder.
Their echoes still haunt me.
You never should have spoken in the first place.

❅

Gabrielle Brihn is sixteen years old and attends North Royalton High School in Ohio.
Her work has been published in Inkwell, her high school’s literary magazine. She has
long had an interest in writing and reading, including being involved with Power of
the Pen during middle school. She has attended summer writing camps at her local
library and been recognized by the PTA in a school contest.
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Little Black Girl
Little girl
Little girl
Do you not understand for I am telling you they will always judge what's on your head?
For hair nappy like a lion's mane or silky smooth like butter
they will do nothing but belittle you and talk about you amongst others.
Wear wigs and weaves if you please
cause baby girl you know you’ve got plenty of hair underneath.
You see you just can’t win little girl.
Little girl
Do you not understand that your dark skin complexion has already put you on the back
burner and the main course all at once?
For some will praise you and compliment your extra doses of melanin while others act
immaturely and naive.
Yes I am sorry to say again,
but you see you just can’t win little girl.
Little girl
Do you not understand that many believe we should have curves so voluptuous they
seem to be sculpted?
But in fact we come in all shapes and sizes just like any other race, for we could have
curves for days, legs for days, or anywhere in between.
Some fail to see that their eyes are blind with already set standards beneath.
You see you just can’t win little girl.
Little girl
Little young black girl I hope you do understand that with all the countless fights and
strives in the end you will always rise.
For you wear your skin like a crown and speak your mind aloud. Your beauty lies within
as you are stronger than you’ve ever been
Will you listen to me, little black girl?
Do you understand that your crown could never be stolen and despite the societal
standards or lack of correct ones, you are a diamond in the rough and I’m quite
sure you’ve had enough.
I shouldn’t have had to say all this but you must understand little girl
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Little black girl
This world may not understand but your black community will always keep your held
high with respectful demand
Little black girl do you understand?

❅

Keira Robinson is 18 years old and a senior in high school. She lives in St. Louis Missouri.
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Groceries
I saw her face maybe once a week

when she decided to throw caution to the wind
and venture past the peeling walls with her

greyed hair pulled down in a low bun
and gelled back – not by product, but by sweat that
dripped down her back and clung to her leather skin like lichen
to rocks. A grocery cart was gripped in her hands,
the wheels stumbling across pebbles in her path
but she continued on. About a mile walk to the store, but under a
squeezed lemon in the shredded silk sky, it stretched
to a marathon. From my window out front, dusty and blurred,
I would watch her struggle in the mosquito-infested blistering
summer but I didn’t offer any bug spray. I could almost hear
Christmas songs as I begged for the cold as a gift from God,
but at least I had air conditioning and lounged inside while she
was bombarded by the sun’s bitter rays. I took a sip from the chilled
water in my grip, felt it trickle down the back of my throat as a
waterfall, and it never crossed my mind to offer her any.
It took a year of my watching to notice her limp, and another twelve
months to identity why. Her left leg was slightly shorter than the
right and she walked as if across a moving ocean – the waves crashing
and foaming, showing their teeth in a racing breeze, and with every
rush of current, her footing was further lost in a hedge maze with no
exit only dead ends that multiply with every twist and turn because
she could not stroll straight nor prance efficiently. Only hobble and
wince with every misaligned step. Why could she not get surgery? I asked
my mom once at dinner, as the lady’s silhouette was illuminated
by the copper sun skimming the horizon and shell pink erupted
like ash from a volcano. Some people can’t afford it was her only
response and the subject was never breached again.
She stopped walking down the streets though a couple weeks ago, and
the smoky wisps in early morning curling like genies no longer kissed
her feet. A small light in the corner of her house was still light,
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attracting bugs like King Midas to gold and when near, I could see the
black dollops of those who got too close against a golden backdrop. I
wondered who would replace the lamp when the bulb eventually burnt
out. But while I watched from afar, I was much too afraid to ever approach
the woman nor her house. She was never given a name; I know nothing of her history.
Only strolling down the abandoned streets with her grocery cart,
ignored by the rest of the world, sweating, attacked by mosquitoes,
while I sat inside and watched, drank my water, relished in the air conditioning
and never offered any help to the old.

❅

Natalie Hampton is a creative writing freshman at the High School for Performing
and Visual Arts in Houston, Texas. She has recently been recognized as a gold key
recipient in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards for four different fiction pieces. She
is also set to have one of her short stories published in an anthology soon.
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The New Normal
They walked through the halls on the way to class,
joking and laughing and letting time pass.
Little did they know,
life would never be the same.
He walked through the door,
with no feeling at all.
And smiled as he raised it,
ready for the chaos
that would be his claim to fame.

❅

Sammy Langdon is eighteen years old and from Saint Louis, Missouri. She is a senior
at Incarnate Word Academy in Saint Louis.
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Nicole Arends - Listing to the Seas

Listing to the Seas
1. He was on a beach, last we heard. Not any particular one, just kinda wandering
around on the sand next to echoing rocks--or they echoed when he sang, at least. He was
always singing now, we heard. Wanderers like that are sometimes the memory of
greatness, an untouchable legend, but we heard he made some pretty horrible choices a
while back. It would be hard to forgive him for them, except it doesn’t matter since he
was or is only great to the people that mattered… his son wants him to come home.
2. Thing is, they don’t have the same home, not anymore. Haven’t for a while now. And
it turns out, well, that his son isn’t really his son, and he seems to be the only one who
particularly cares about that. Might be for good reason, though. We heard he destroyed
his son’s first home before he was a father. May not have been a great one, but
apparently he tried harder than he had to.
3. It seems like it happens too often, a remarkable person reduced to sea singer who
doesn’t answer sirens with plunging into the depths but with songs of his own.
4. There were times his son sat and cried in a back room.
5. Not often, but enough.

❅
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Eerie Calm
There exists a lake of eerie calm
Shore edge rocks whisper
Ripple water from invisible waves.
Water skippers homemake in reeds
Twinkling
Rustic
They dance up, over, under ripples.
Unmade silence breaks with child’s chime on nature,
Footsteps beat in rhythm
Laughter melody in song
Movement unchanging, escaping
Frost’s harsh bite cannot reach through swirling blood and reeds.
Reeds hold tight, if you know how to sing to them.
There exists a place they hold children tight
Hugging warm, swirling blood pumping to footstep’s beat
Jumping where earth trembles as a trampoline.

❅
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More-Than-True Story
sans Truth
Following a tune led me to words, brassy to powerful to wrecked to reconciled. It led me
to failure, then led me past it. It led me to ripples, to take as my sustenance for sixty
times sixty. It led me to departures, arrivals, to shooting the moon lights and dancing a
broken breaking ballroom. After the pools, I fumbled my words--but took some home,
just the same.
Yes, believe me, I have never been happier to cry for an hour and a half.
A whispered thank you follows my ear. It’s from the place where I lingered, a songbird.

❅

Nicole Arends is 17 years old and a senior at Seattle Academy (SAAS) in Seattle,
Washington.
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The Liars’ Club
“If you think you know something about me, it’s probably false.” This is what
comes out of my mouth right as Katie Pearce, our high school’s greatest teller of truth,
walks into my Liars’ Club meeting.
That sentence is how I initiate every meeting of the Liars’ Club, the select group of
our high school’s best liars. It’s an unofficial club, technically—it isn’t even on the roster
—but we have a bored-looking art teacher as our pseudo-advisor, so every Wednesday,
we take turns concocting lies. At the first meeting in my junior year, I told a big long
story in which my name was Ian. From then on, I discarded my unwieldy given name of
Franklin Emery IV and adopted an alias: Ian Wallace.
Katie slides into a chair in the back of the room. Around her, the liars shift
uncomfortably at her presence. This room is filled with the misfits, the crooks, the
jokesters, and occasionally, the bored. Katie is an unexpected visitor; she doesn’t fall
into any of these categories.
“Keep going, Ian,” someone prompts, and my false name echoes in my head. It
just came to me that day in my junior year. Ian Wallace—simple, but idiosyncratic
enough.
“Yeah, so, don’t believe any of this,” I continue, glancing at Katie. She shifts in her
chair and crosses one leg over the other, the toe of her brown leather boot poised
upward like a statement. I used to call those cowgirl boots. She used to tell me to shut
up.
I twirl the microphone wire around my finger. “So, when I was a little kid, my
neighbor had a beehive. She was a beekeeper. This was my home in Indiana, you know. I
grew up in Indiana. So, I’d always go over to Mrs. Reese’s place—she was a widow,
slightly crazy, with this really long, graying hair—and she’d let me look at her bees. She
just kept them for fun. Didn’t own a business or anything. She just really liked bees.”
Katie is studying my face. She’s fingering her pen, the way she does when she’s
nervous. Her chestnut brown hair is falling over her face, but she doesn’t bother to fix it
the way she usually does. It makes me nervous, having her look at me like that. She used
to give me that look when we’d go out for waffles and have a long Q & A session, also
called a conversation. I like the open mics at my meetings because they’re stories. Onesided. All the air taken up by one pair of lungs. That way, there’s only one version of an
event, and therefore that version must be true.
“One day when I was twelve, my mom was standing in the kitchen with a jar of
honey. ‘Mrs. Reese gave this to us,’ she told me. I grabbed the mason jar and was about
to unscrew it when she said, ‘Honey, Mrs. Reese choked on a piece of honeycomb this
afternoon and died.’
“The first thing I did was drop the jar. Glass and honey everywhere. The second
thing I did was laugh right out loud, like some kind of horrible person. I wasn’t sure why
I was laughing, but I think it was partly because my mom had made an unintentional
pun and partly because the situation seemed so absurd. My mom just stared at me while
I was laughing, and then she walked away.
“That night, I cried in bed until I couldn’t cry anymore. The glass and honey were
still all over the floor, because my mom was pissed at me for laughing and wanted me to
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clean it up. I couldn’t bear to do it, though, so the next morning I spotted her on her
knees, sweeping the shards of glass into a little pan, wiping away the honey with paper
towels. I didn’t understand how something so sweet could kill someone who was even
sweeter, and it hurt me so much to see my mom on that floor, cleaning up the mess of
my stupid laugh.”
Katie uncrosses her legs and leans forward. I try to figure out why she’s here, but I
can’t. In our junior year, she told me that she hated lies. She couldn’t stand them. “If
someone lies,” she’d once told me, “they don’t deserve to tell the truth.”
I contemplated that for a long time, and I wondered if I didn’t deserve to tell the
truth. At this point, I am incapable of doing so. I used to try back when I first met Katie,
but it’s easier to laugh than to frown. It’s easier to belt out big, stupid, messed-up
laughs, glass-and-honey-on-the-floor laughs.
“Four years later,” I continue, “I was sixteen. I met a girl. She was also sixteen,
but an older version of sixteen. I was the kind of guy who would do something really
gross if no one was watching, like eat a French fry off the floor. Well, after I met this girl,
I stopped eating off the floor. I stopped with those stupid laughs, too, because she didn’t
like them. Seriously, I tried my best. I was doing really good for around four months,
you know, of no stupid laughing. But then I ruined it.”
Silence fills the room. Soft, pin drop silence. That kind of silence usually gives me
a high, because it means that everyone has fallen for it. They’re sitting in their plastic
folding chairs, marveling at how a lie can sound so real. Today, though, I don’t have a
high. I don’t smile or twirl the microphone wire or strive for the next level of believable
absurdity. I only go where the story naturally flows.
“We were getting milkshakes at a fast-food joint. She liked chocolate—you know,
her favorite flavor was chocolate. My favorite was vanilla. But that day, I wanted to try
something different. While she went to find a table, I ordered strawberry for me and
chocolate for her. She was sitting at the table with a bunch of paper napkins and two
plastic spoons when I came back with the milkshakes.
“‘I thought you hate strawberry,’ she said, and that was the truth. I did hate
strawberry.
“‘I love strawberry,’ I replied with that stupid laugh. ‘Don’t you know? I’ve loved it
since I was a little kid.’”
I pause, and the silence is overbearing. It’s so quiet that can I hear someone’s
stomach growl. Then I deliver the next line, the one that pulls at me until I’m afraid my
chest will burst. “That was the first lie I told her.”
Someone in the front row sneezes loudly. Amidst the murmured chorus of bless
you’s, Katie stands abruptly. Her chair jerks backward, screeching against the floor. My
eyes lift, heavy and sticky and burning, like glass-filled honey. I catch a glimpse of her
storming out, her red scarf flashing, cowgirl boots clicking. The door slams shut after
her, and the sea of my fellow laughers are staring up at me, waiting for the next line—the
catch, the joke. It hits me then: who am I, telling a grand story in front of these insincere
fakes? How is it that they are my tribe, and I am their leader? What does it prove about
me that even if I am telling the truth, they would never believe me?
“Hey, Ian, what are you waiting for?” someone prompts, and I let the microphone
drop just like that jar of honey. It doesn’t shatter, but it releases piercing, high-pitched
feedback from the speakers. I run out the door and down the hallway.
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“Katie,” I call, even though I know that she won’t come back to me, not now and
not ever. “Katie, please. I need to say sorry.”
I run around the whole school, my feet pounding out those two words: I’m sorry,
I’m sorry, I’m sorry. It won’t be enough, but it will be something. My mouth has poured
nothing but lies and laughter for years. For once, I need to do something good.
I find her in the science wing, crouched against the wall. “Get away from me,” she
demands, avoiding my gaze.
“Katie, please.”
“No.”
“Katie, I’m sorry.”
She lifts her eyes up to me. They’re puffy and red. “Do you think that’s nearly
enough?”
I shake my head blindly. “No. No, I know it’s not. But it’s all I’ve got.”
She wipes her forearm across her nose and sniffles, loudly. “Do you know how
humiliating that was, Franklin?”
My given name hits me in the chest, and I remember when Katie and I first
started dating, a few months before I started the Liars’ Club. I told her my name was
Franklin, because it was. She’d call out my name on the street, shout it when we played
board games, whisper it before she kissed me on the nose. Franklin. Franklin. Franklin.
“You told them about us,” she chokes out, speaking with her hands, the way she
does when she’s angry. “The milkshake. Goddamn it, Franklin.” Her eyes drill into mine,
and I feel like an idiot because she’s sitting and I’m standing, because she’s crying and
I’m not. “I had no idea that you were lying, you know that? With the milkshake, and all
the times after that. You told me that you were born in Texas. Texas!”
“I know. I’m sorry.”
She wipes at her nose again. “You were telling the truth during that whole
meeting, weren’t you?”
I can’t bring myself to answer.
“All that stuff about Indiana and the honey, and the woman who died?”
My throat is so tight that I’m afraid it’ll close up for good. I always knew that bees
were dangerous, but they made sweet honey. Miraculously, I was never stung until I was
thirteen and lying my mouth off. After that, I learned that I was deadly allergic to bee
stings. My chest swelled up and turned bright red, and my mom had to take me to the
hospital. Mrs. Reese loved her bees, but they wound up killing her. I loved bees too, but
apparently, they could kill me as well.
“Why do you lie?” Katie asks me, talking with her hands again. “Why do you
manipulate people? Because you like it?”
“Because lies are better than truth,” I answer, then clarify. “My lies are better than
my truth.”
“So, you decided to make me fall in love with a person who wasn’t even real.”
“No, I—I thought you’d like me better. I mean, I thought you’d like Ian better
than Franklin.”
She brings her hand up to her scarf, which she does when she’s thinking. “Why is
that?”
“Because Franklin is terrible. Franklin is a laugher. He’ll laugh at anything. Right
after we fought at your house, I went home and laughed my ass off. You were crying
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because I’d tricked you so badly. But instead of bawling when I got home, I just laughed
like crazy. I think that’s when I completely lost my ability to cry and tell the truth. Now I
can only laugh and lie.”
She scoffs a little in complete, utter disbelief. “Are you lying to me right now,
Franklin?”
“No. I swear on my life that I’m not.”
She examines my eyes for a long time and then says, “Well, you told the truth
today. I think that’s something.”
“Yeah, but I still haven’t cried yet. I broke your heart and my eyes are still dry.”
Katie looks down at her cowgirl boots. The leather is worn and scratched, and
she’s written her name in fine black marker near one of the heels: Katie Pearce. It’s
something so simple and so her that it makes me smile. I’ve never claimed anything as
mine recently, not truly mine. Ian Wallace owns all of those lies. I told them, but maybe
I can let them fall away—toss away Ian Wallace and the lies with him.
“Hey,” she says, “I’m sorry about Mrs. Reese.”
I purse my lips, and I can almost taste that cursed honey. A week after Mrs. Reese
died, when my mom was still curt with me and I still felt sick to my stomach, I found a
mason jar filled with honey in the cabinet. Mrs. Reese often gave us jars of honey,
always with a note addressed to me, and we stored them in that cupboard. This was the
last one left. I grabbed the jar and dashed to my bedroom before my mom could see me,
then undid the ribbon and read Mrs. Reese’s loopy script: Hope you enjoy, Frankie.
I unscrewed the cap and ate the honey with my fingers. Dipped them deep into
the goopy sweet stuff, pulled them out, licked them clean. Over and over and over. I ate
until I emptied out the entire jar, my stomach aching and my hands beyond sticky. My
mom found me asleep with honey dribbled all over my shirt, the jar resting on my
bedspread.
“It’s okay,” I reply to Katie. After realizing that is a lie, I correct myself. “No, it’s
not okay. It never was. There was this remaining jar of honey that she’d given us in our
cabinet, and I ate it all in one sitting—just devoured it without even thinking. The next
morning, I realized how selfish I was. I couldn’t face that I was someone who laughed
over a kind woman’s death and then stuffed himself with all her honey until he couldn’t
eat anymore.”
“I think you did that to me, too,” Katie murmurs. “Took all the honey and ate it.
Didn’t even say thank you.”
I reach for her hand, but she jerks it away. “Thank you,” I say to her. “I’m
thanking you now.”
She closes her eyes painfully. “How do I know that you’re telling the truth?”
“Because you were so good to me. You’re everything that I never was.” And never
could be. The sentence finishes in my head, and my mind flashes back to that day in the
fast-food joint, the first time I lied to Katie. After I started lying, it felt like I couldn’t
stop. But can I? Can I return to before the day Mrs. Reese died, before laughing and lies
became a story to cover up the truth?
“You know I can’t forgive you, Franklin,” Katie murmurs vehemently, opening her
eyes.
“Nobody can,” I whisper, and she knows that is the truth.
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“I came to the meeting because I wanted to try,” Katie says, looking down at the
scuffed leather of her boots. “I thought that maybe you can become better.”
“And do you still believe that?”
She turns to me, and I see the face that I have lied to, the eyes I have deceived. “I
think you have to stop being afraid,” she says. “Don’t be afraid to tell the truth about
yourself.”
I rise to my feet. I could apologize to Katie a million times, but it would never be
enough. The only thing that would set things right is to become Franklin again—not just
the old Franklin, but a better one, a sincere one. I look down at Katie, and for the first
time, I offer my hand to her in earnest.
She takes it.

❅

Alexis Yang is a seventeen-year-old senior at Smithtown High School East in Saint
James, NY. Her fiction has been recognized nationally by the Scholastic Art &
Writing Awards and the National YoungArts Foundation. She can be found on
Twitter @ForgedWithWords.
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The 47th Floor
Greg stared at the sky. It was gray. Wet. Depressing. “Gray,” he thought. His view
was suddenly obstructed by a passing figure, a silhouette without a face. It was also hard
to make out faces from the puddle in which he lay. Crowds of people walked around
him, and after a few more seconds of thought, Greg’s world faded to black.
Up until then, things hadn’t been going very well for Greg. To start off the
morning he had accidentally put his scrambled eggs in a cup while he poured the last of
his juice on his plate, where it promptly splashed out onto the floor. It collected in the
channels between the tiles. He was very sad about this, especially considering how hard
it was to get juice now. He ate his eggs from a cup somberly, trying not to look at the
juice on the floor. Today was supposed to be a special day for Greg. It was his day to be
promoted, to earn more money, to have a future, to have a chance to finally move off the
47th floor. Having money was directly tied to having a future nowadays. Greg liked that
word. Nowadays. His father used to say it a lot. Greg thought it made him sound
smarter, even if he only ever said it in his head. He put on his one jacket, his one hat, got
out his umbrella, and started out the door of his apartment, imagining himself finally
leaving the masses behind to become one of the elite. He entered the stairwell (elevators
were only for residents above the 47th floor- everyone knew that). To his left, the way
down, hard unchanging concrete. To his right, a polished new wooden staircase. Greg
longed to go up those stairs. He longed to look down from above the 47th floor on all the
peasants below, longed to be free of the lower floors, with their one day a week hot water
(Tuesday, which he hated). But he couldn’t. Not yet, at least.
Greg arrived late to work, but instead of scuttling out of eye level beneath the cubicles,
he strode in with an air of confidence.
“Lookin’ sharp today Greg!”
Greg turned, the anger seething before he even had to lay eyes on the speaker.
Bob. How Greg hated Bob.
“I hate Bob” Greg thought to himself, as he looked at Bob.
Bob was completely oblivious to all of this, as he sat there attempting to unscrew
the cap to his water bottle the wrong way, tightening it with every grip of his meaty
hands. His dopey grin wasn’t betraying any sort of hidden intelligence. To put it bluntly,
Bob was an idiot. “A friendly idiot” Greg thought, spitting the words out in his head.
People irritated Greg. He preferred to sit in his cubicle complimenting himself or
thinking about how he was so much cleverer and smarter than everyone else. The last
thing he wanted to do was make small talk with someone so clearly inferior to himself.
“Hello Bob.” Greg began to walk away.
“Hey Greg, ya heard what’s been goin’ on? People keep talkin’ about this rebellion
and stuff, I mean I think that-”
He trailed off, the cogs turning in his head, formulating an opinion. He couldn’t
find one. Or he at least didn’t have a chance to find one, because Greg wasn’t going to sit
there all day and wait for Bob to think.
“Good chat Bob, see you man, can’t talk right now.”
Greg sprang around the corner and took a seat in his cubicle, his eyes rolling so
hard they almost popped out of their sockets. His eyes quickly wandered to where they
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always did- number 47. His cubicle number. The number followed him every day,
mocking him, laughing at his failure.
It was the only thing he hated more than Bob. It got so much worse on that
fateful day when Bob moved in to cubicle 48. Later that night, Greg had thrown his
potted plant with such ferocity he had nearly put a hole in his wall. He immediately
regretted it as now there was dirt on the floor. Greg hated dirt, he was surrounded by it,
on the street, at work, in his building- scum. People who should revere him. People who
should have to avert their eyes when he walked down the street. Instead he was the one
averting his eyes like the rest of the dirt he was stuck with.
Greg settled in his chair and was once again struck with excitement. He tapped
nervously on his desk, awaiting his name to be yelled across the office, calling him to be
promoted to Senior Torture Advisor. Greg worked for TortureCorp, which had become a
very profitable and reputable business ever since the seeds of rebellion had been
planted. Greg congratulated himself for being so shrewd in predicting a great business
opportunity, for joining an organization that was going places. Mostly it was so he could
join the other Senior Torture Advisors above the 47th floor. His thoughts were
interrupted by a voice over the intercom:
“May the following report to the CEO of Torture’s office for immediate
promotion: Bob Dullfield. That is all. Carry on, and remember our motto: If you want
something tortured, we can definitely do that for you, because we are a company that
tortures things!”
Greg sat in shocked silence. The company motto IYWSTWCDDTFYBWAACTTT,
which usually filled his heart with optimism and positivity with its wordplay and
cleverness now rang hollow.
“What the-”
But before he could finish, he was cut off by a shriek of delight from cubicle 48.
Bob bounded down the hallway toward the CEO of Torture’s office, leaving a trail of
scattered papers and unreturned glares in his wake. Greg prepared himself to burst out
in anger, but there was nothing. He felt empty, a feeling he didn’t recognize, and a
feeling that scared him. Quickly he got up and went home. He went up 47 flights of
stairs, walked into his apartment, past the juice on the floor, and walked out of the
window.
Somewhere below, where the rebels gathered in a standoff with police, a man
named Mike, who was very much into this whole rebellion thing, looked up. He saw
Greg. Greg got very close very quickly, and then Mike didn’t see Greg anymore, because
Greg hit the ground and Mike shortly after leaving his apartment. A shocked silence fell
over the standoff. Greg lay in a puddle, still barely conscious, and stared at the sky. It
was gray. Wet. Depressing. “Gray,” he thought. Suddenly, one of the rebels had the great
idea of pinning Greg’s death on the police. At this point they were already responsible
for so many tragedies that their lack of involvement in this one made little difference.
Greg was beginning to fade from consciousness, so he didn’t hear that rebel shout:
“Hey! You threw that guy out a window! That’s not cool!”
Greg’s vision also began to shut down just as the shadowy figures above him
launched into battle, rallying around his death. Some years later, after the rebellion was
over, a commemorative statue would be erected in honor of their mysterious fallen hero.
It looked quite nice, and ended up being a great picture background for tourists until it
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was taken down to make room for an ice skating rink. All that’s left is a little plaque in
the 47th street graveyard, and if you read it, you’ll see it says this:
Here lies Greg the martyr, hero of the dirt.

❅

Enzo Fiore is a sophomore at St. Peter's Prep in Jersey City, NJ.
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from Ensuing Sight
The Clay Forest had been undisturbed for hundreds of years, despite bordering a
city. A fence surrounded the perimeter to keep people out, but no other precautions
were taken to stop them from entering. Aside from the stories of course. Everyone in the
small town had heard the tales from back when demons roamed the planet, back when
Seers still existed. Everyone knew of the 30 people burned alive at different trees of the
forest, and everyone whispered that their spirits still haunted their realm hundreds of
years later.
But now, a child sat at the fence of the Forest, staring into the leaves. They were
considering entering, actually mulling it over. Mulling over the entrance of territory
claimed to the vengeful spirits of those lost to the sacrificial fires. The vengeful spirits of
people like him who went up in smoke because of the talents they share.
His gaze stayed level with the low-hanging branches of the forest as he thought,
mulling the possibilities of spirit reactions over.
On one hand; they were in the same boat. Every story had a similar beginning.
The people, known taboo, were found in the city, called out by a horrible monster that
appeared in a column of flames.
Some called them demons. The more optimistic claimed that, despite the
monstrosity and scathing threats, they were angels.
The boy just considered they the unfortunate future if he did not escape the place he
lived by sundown.
He had seen it.
The fire that would overtake his place of residence.
The monsters that would stalk the halls.
How if he stayed the night, there would be no survivors as people like those who
dragged away his friends cleaned up what they left behind when the people stole them.
Him.
He knew they were after him, he had seen they were after him months ago but he
never realized how much of a real and prevalent threat they were to his life. Now he had
one more day, and the best chance of escape was ahead of him. Now he just had to hope
the ghosts of the forest were kind to him.
He looked to his palms and considered peeking into the future to try to find out.
He cringed at the thought. Not only might that trigger the spirits of the forest, it would
rile up those hunting him.
He wasn't sure how, but he knew they could sense when he used that ability.
That was the downside of villainous monologues. Especially with Seers. You may
give them all your information and all of your plans, but you may never get to say it
yourself, stealing all the fun from it.
Besides the future was being a fickle thing. No use in trying to work with what felt
like clay in his hands. Especially if the clay was basically molten glass.
He took a deep breath, bit his tongue and slipped between the fence into the
forest.
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He walked into it sheepishly at first. He couldn't help but hold the anxiety that a
vengeful spirit may pop out at any time to kill him.
As he stepped into the forest, he remembered the poem his old teacher gave him
to read. One he memorized without being asked, despite the length of it. It took him
almost a year and a half to realize that this was about the historical event and wasn't just
a weird poem.
In the forest of phoenix fire,
The noble people built a pyre
and upon the day the trees were scorched
The seeing thirty would be torched.
He found a discoloring in the dirt and leaves below him and nudged it with his
show. Red pieces of broken pottery shifted under his foot. He bent to look closer.
The seeing thirty had open eyes
That could see into other skies,
Of futures that were unforetold,
and ones that may never unfold.
He brushed the dirt off the top of the pottery to find it went far deeper than he
imagined. He had to dig to pick up the biggest piece.
The first was wise with strongest sight, The following four had been a public
blight. The eldest fifteen relived their life.
The youthful ten warned of strife,
The piece of clay was somehow bigger than he expected. It was bigger than his
hand. The depiction on the shattered pot was scribbled on with black ink, time
scratching away most of what sat on it. The picture was dirty, and almost looked as if it
looked as if it had been drawn by a child.
All the thirty, big and small.
Returned the visions they had saw.
To the Earth, to pots of clay.
And when they burned on their funeral day. With them rising up in smoke.
Was the tales that they had spoke. Returning sight to the great unknown,
to Death upon their eternal throne.
The picture depicted a sketchy figure with a diamond on their forehead standing
alone among the trees, prodding in the dirt. Recrium's hand went up to the small gem
protruding from his head as he looked down at awe with the familiarity, and he quickly
changed route to cover it. Somehow, one of the thirty predicted his arrival.
They knew he was coming. The vengeful spirits knew he was going to show up
alone in the woods someday. He flipped the clay over and dropped it back into the dirt
when he found nothing, backing away from the tree he stood at. As he stared at it he
remembered the stories.
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The pottery was thrown at the bases of the trees the thirty had been burned at.
According to the stories, none of the Seer's bodies had ever been reclaimed from the
forest. The unfortunate soul's skeleton might be right on the other side of the tree.
Recrium pushed the thought out of his mind as he examined the rest of the clay on the
ground with caution.
With these, he might be able to actually tell the future without giving away where
he is. He can have his cake and eat it too. He felt excitement well inside of him as he
began to dig at the dirt to look at the remaining shards on the ground. Maybe the ghosts
of the forest were really on his side. Maybe they left him assistance from the great
beyond.
Many of the broken plates were completely unreadable, either from the wear of
time or the fact that it was just too broken to see clearly. He looked up to examine the
rest of the forest, thinking. If all thirty of the people burned here were Seers, this tree
wouldn't be the only one he could glimpse into the future with. He just had to look
around a bit more.
He got up, brushed himself off, and went to explore deeper into the woods. Alone,
still, but not afraid. He steeled himself with the knowledge that they knew he would be
here, and with that he felt he could do anything.

❅

Ensuing Sight is a novel-in-progress.
Natalie Carlson is 17 years old and attends Herberger Young Scholars Academy.
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Ring Toss
The view’s beautiful. Just behind him is the rollercoaster railing, where miles of metal
track loop and twist into the clouds, and then behind that is the sea, and there’s not a
single thing in the world that can top its image. Not a damn thing. When the sun’s out
high the sands look like crystalline diamonds, glinting into brilliant sparks, and the sea’s
bright gorgeous blue.
Plunk.
“Two rings left,” the attendant says, bored out of her mind. Slowly she works the
pink bubble gum in her mouth, letting it contort between her canines. Sweat trickles
down his face and his hands grip the ring hard, knuckles whitening, but his eyes never
leave the array of glass bottles.
“Don’t stress on it,” you tell him. When you pat his back, you can feel his
shoulder-blades jut into your palm. Maybe after this is over you’ll drag him to the food
strip and actually feed him, stuff him with empty calories and plastic meat until his
insides look like a chemical factory. It’s better than wasting away into skin and bones
like he currently looks. “The game’s rigged against you. They always rig the carnival
games.”
The attendant glowers at you, but the fact’s as irrefutable as the sun rising in the
east — she places her elbows on the counter and continues to chew and pop at her gum.
He snaps his wrist forward like he’s flicking cards.
The ring strikes against the bottle with a high, agonizing echo; the sound still
reverberates even when the circlet joins the dozens littered on the ground. If you looked
closely, you’d see a thin spiderweb of cracks from where the ring struck the glass.
“One ring.”
He’s taking it so seriously, his face pallid and his hands trembling and he’s — he’s
about to lose it. Completely crack from inside. And it’s so stupid, for him to be obsessed
with winning — driving life’s little things to overblown razor-edge proportions, like he
needs a trophy for every action. If he needs to throw away a piece of paper, it’s got to be
folded and packed into a neat tight cube before being tossed in the waste-bin. He wears
his clothes plainly but carefully. Pleather jackets are turned up just at the wrists, high
enough on his neck, and even in summer he’s never ditching his long sleeves. He made
his own shoes. They’re bendy at the heel, firm at the soles, and to a pedestrian the limp
in his left leg’s just some minor injury sustained from roughhouse activity. Sports.
Tripping over a sidewalk crack. Not watching where you’re going.
It’s better to have everyone think he’s crazed, he once explained to you in the
train ride here — where you gazed up at the redwoods and peered at the valley creek
thousands of feet below, and for a moment it’s just you two in the train car, greenery and
gold muted into a soft canvas of palettes — it’s easier to explain that he’s a perfectionist,
carving out lines until they’re a perfect circle. He can’t tell anyone anything — and not
even me? you asked, almost jokingly, and he’s a hundred percent austere when he
answers back, not even you — and maybe he’ll drop the habit one day, let you push up
his sleeves, examine his feet. He’s ran away so many times before. His toes must be
bruised and swollen to bloated flesh by now.
Ding.
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It’s the goddamn most perfect ring toss in the world.
Welcome to Santa Cruz Boardwalk. To your west is this great, amazing endless
sea, rife with sailboats and audacious swimmers and fishing lines tossed into salt foam
and depths, all clamor and life and miracles. It’s cooking grease in the air, children
whining like they’ve lost their dearest pets, bubbles and smoke hissing from pipes.
Screams of those defying gravity. It’s absolutely crazy. It’s insane. To your east is a train,
and then the highway, and the cities — and further out, it’s urban decay and trailer
trash. Chipped houses and dead lawns. He’s won his first ring toss, his only ring toss,
and he’s holding up the prize of this horrendous stuffed octopus like it’s the most
coveted gemstone in the world. His elation’s quiet and it’s only this huge, dumb smile
splitting his face that gives any inkling of it away. He holds it up like he’s the luckiest
person ever to walk on this globe. You dragged him across the country; he needed miles
of distance between him and what was once his home before he can trust himself to
smile.
Like you said, the view’s beautiful.

❅

Natalie Wang is a 17 year-old junior from Sugar Land, Texas. Her work has been
recognized by the National Scholastic Art and Writing Alliance, the New York Times'
Learning Network, and the Iowa Young Writers' Studio. She enjoys connecting to
readers through messages that resonate in her personal life.
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